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Reading Teachers - capital R, capital T - are not just school based teachers of reading. Nor are they simply 

teachers who read. Reading Teachers are enhanced professionals and reading role models who reflect upon the 

relationship between being a reader and a teacher of reading, adjusting their work to make the experience of 

reading more authentic, and more relevant. This conference will help you develop as a Reading Teacher and create 

engaged communities of readers across your school. Award winning author Katya Balen and Norfolk Children’s 

Book Centre bookshop will enrich the day! Evidence informed workshops will be practical and interactive.  

 

 

 09.30-10.00 Registration and coffee 
 10.00-10.45 What is a Reading Teacher?  Teresa Cremin, The OU 
 10.45-11.15 Farshore, OU and UKLA RfP Awards 2022 
  11.15-11.45 Coffee and bookshops  
 11.45-12.45 Workshops A B C D E   
 12.45-13.40    Lunch, Book Launch and bookshops 
 13.40-14.40 Workshops A B C D E  
 14.45-15.40 Author Keynote: Katya Balen 
 15.40-16.00 Book blether and closing words 

Reading Teachers: More than teachers who read 



 

 
 
 

Story talk and story play in the EYFS and KS1 CMR01 
Lucy Rodriguez Leon, Zeena Vadher & Sam Hulston  

Narrative plays an essential role in young children’s holistic development and is a key to 
establishing an early love of reading. Drawing on research, this  workshop explores strategies and  
opportunities that Reading Teachers can use to enable children to talk about, interpret, reinterpret, 
enact and re-enact stories experienced in school, home or in their communities. We will discuss the 
human, material and textual resources that create vibrant spaces for immersion in story talk and 
story play.  
 

Reading aloud plus CMR11 
Teresa Cremin, Ben Harris & Matthew Courtney 
Reading aloud can inspire readers and is almost universally practiced. However, whether it leads to 
increased voluntary reading depends upon the skills of the Reading Teacher, and what happens in 
secondary schools when time is even tighter? In this workshop, drawing on research and work in 
classrooms, we will explore the potential of read aloud plus which seeks to enrich and expand 
established practice and critically considers children’s agency, interaction and perspectives. 
 

Developing Reading Teachers through their careers  CMR15 
Helen Hendry & Sonia Thompson  
Reading Teachers are essential to creating a culture and love of reading in every classroom, but how 
can teachers at different stages of their careers either become or support others to become more 
than ‘Teachers who read and readers who teach’? Drawing on research and practice we will consider 
specific strategies for PD that support trainee and ECTs to become Reading Teachers and discuss 
practical ways for middle career and senior teachers to lead and influence others. 

 
Celebrating reading   CEDAR 
Sarah Jane Mukherjee, Clare McGreevy & Claire Williams 
Reading celebrations are moments to enhance and reshape children’s reader identities and 
strengthen connections with reading.  They afford children opportunities to reflect on what it means 
to be a reader, to read and to consider what counts as reading.  In this workshop, we will explore 
some organisations that offer support to celebrate reading, and how you as a Reading Teacher can 
select and design events to kickstart or support whole-school RfP pedagogy. 

 

Reading Librarians and diverse libraries OAK 
Jen Aggleton & Carol Carter 

Reading Librarians hold a unique role which enables them to influence reading across a school. In 
this research and practice informed workshop we will explore ways in which librarians, teachers 
working with librarians, and teachers working with school library collections, can make the most of 
the library as a space outside the classroom to develop a love of reading. In particular we will focus 
on developing diverse collections to support and engage all learners. 
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